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Note: Entries in this bibliography are arranged by region and by country. This bibliography includes holding locations of other libraries/service points on the Berkeley campus if they have the same copy of reference title as the S/SEAL copy.

Philippines


S/SE Asia DS655.A12 S26 1976


S/SE Asia P381.P6 J637 1996


S/SE Asia BX1656.C35 2008/09-2010/11


S/SE Asia DS666.C5 C55 2003

S/SE Asia  PL5649.4.W6


S/SE Asia  PL6057.F82 2003


S/SE Asia  NX581.A1 A48 2004 v.1


S/SE Asia  PL5544.E664 1983
Main (Gardner) Stacks  PL5544.E664 1983


S/SE Asia  DS685 .F45 1999
Main (Gardner) Stacks  DS685 .F45 1999


S/SE Asia  DS667 .G85 2010


S/SE Asia  PR9550.6 .Z361 1988


S/SE Asia  DS686.2.L3A12 P47 1997

S/SE Asia DS668 .K37 1998 v.1-10


S/SE Asia PL5629.5.M37 M37 2001


S/SE Asia PL6056 .N49 1996


S/SE Asia PL6056 .S33 1995

Doe Reference PL6056 .S33 1995


S/SE Asia f DS686.614 .F75 2010


S/SE Asia PL6056 .G33 2008


S/SE Asia DS653.A12 R5 1989


S/SE Asia H41 .P47 1993 v.1-3


